
NATE KRANZO LECTURE, Tuesday, May 21,  2024 at 7:15 PM! 
Hosted by RING 22, Spirit of Christ Lutheran Church, 749 W. 14 Mile Rd., Clawson, MI 48017 
(Free for RING 22 club members (a $10 donation is suggested for non-members and guests) 
 

 
Nathan has performed and lectured all over the United States, 
Europe and Asia for the last two decades. He has written 
SEVEN magic books and created hundreds of magic effects. 
Nathan has worked as a consultant for Penn and Teller, 
appeared on the SyFy show "Wizard Wars", as well as the 
FOX show "Houdini and Doyle".  
 
This is a magic packed lecture with something for everyone. 
 

- THE OPENER COIN ROUTINE 
This is a multi phase coin routine that Nathan has been performing for over 25 years. Interactive 
coin magic at its best. 
 
- MONEYBALL 
You pull a quarter out of your pocket and in an instant it visually changes into a Superball or 
bouncy ball. You can immediately give the ball away as a souvenir. 
 
- SCHRODINGER’S CARD 
One of the most visual and fooling card transpositions you'll ever witness. Don't worry, no one is 
going to kill a cat. But a deck of cards will teleport in the most magical of ways. 
 
- REPETITION 
This is the trick that was nominated for trick of the year in 2022. This is a self working and 
extremely visual and streamlined version of the standard Six Card Repeat with a very cool 
ending. You'll love it!!!!  
 
-TIP TREY 
This is a fun visual Magic moment. A playing card, visually Suspends/levitates for several 
seconds and finally you reveal that this card that defies gravity is indeed their selected card. 
 
-ORGANIC COPPER SILVER BRASS 
Nathan will teach his personal routine with this classic “copper silver brass” gimmick. He will 
also be offering a beautiful set of coins made by Ted Bogusta. This is a quarter sized CSB.  
 
-STAND UP TRIUMPH 
A super visual Triumph effect  where the cards magically un-shuffled in a visual way. And the 
best part is it's all done in your hands. 
 
-THE STONE PURSE 
A small leather coin purse is introduced, and the coins are extracted from the purse. After 
performing your favorite coin routine, you ask the spectator to place the coins back inside the 
purse. They try, but they fail. Only to realize that the purse has now become a solid ROCK!!!! 
 
And-MUCH MORE!!!!!!  


